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ESACESACmenumenu


 

The CrabThe Crab


 

XMMXMM--observations of the Crabobservations of the Crab


 

Comparison with other Comparison with other 
observatoriesobservatories


 

The need for XThe need for X--ray standardsray standards

http://xmm.vilspa.esa.es/external/xmm_science/gallery/public/level3.php?id=276
http://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/area/ ../object/index.cfm?fobjectid=36516
http://wave.xray.mpe.mpg.de/rosat
http://www.mpe.mpg.de/PIFICONS/mir-hexe.gif
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ESACESACthe Crabthe Crab

optical: Palomar,  infrared: W M Keck, radio: VLA/NRAO:

•• Age: 900 yearsAge: 900 years
•• Distance: 2200 pcDistance: 2200 pc
•• RA: RA: 05 34 31.97 05 34 31.97 
•• DEC: +22 00 52.1 DEC: +22 00 52.1 
•• L: 5*10L: 5*103838 erg/secerg/sec
•• Lx: 4.9 *10Lx: 4.9 *103737 

erg/secerg/sec
•• P: 33.1 msP: 33.1 ms
•• Pdot: 36 ns/dPdot: 36 ns/d
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ESACESAC

N

256 arcsec RAW X

R
A

W
 Y

the Crab in Xthe Crab in X--rayray
•• 1963 Gurskey discovered x1963 Gurskey discovered x--ray source in Taurus region ray source in Taurus region 
•• 1964 Bowyer located that source in the Crab region with an erro1964 Bowyer located that source in the Crab region with an error box of 2r box of 2ººx 2x 2ºº

•• High energy Crab is smaller than low energy Crab (Staubert 75)High energy Crab is smaller than low energy Crab (Staubert 75)
•• Lx: 4.9 *10Lx: 4.9 *103737 erg/secerg/sec
•• P: 33.1 msP: 33.1 ms
•• Pdot: 36 ns/dPdot: 36 ns/d
•• Used as calibration source for balloon, rocket satellite born XUsed as calibration source for balloon, rocket satellite born X--ray detectorsray detectors

Chandra
XMM-EPIC-pn
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ESACESACToor and Seward 1974Toor and Seward 1974


 

Crab can be interpreted as a constant intensity Crab can be interpreted as a constant intensity 
sourcesource


 

simple power law spectrum simple power law spectrum 


 
Used various observations with balloon, rocket Used various observations with balloon, rocket 
and satellite born proportional Geiger and and satellite born proportional Geiger and 
scintillation counters in energy ranges from 0.2scintillation counters in energy ranges from 0.2-- 
500 keV500 keV


 

joint fit to past data: power law joint fit to past data: power law 
=1.08=1.080.050.05 and and NN=9.5=9.5 photons/keVcmphotons/keVcm22s at 1 keV  s at 1 keV  


 

best spectral shape between 2best spectral shape between 2--50 keV measured 50 keV measured 
from their own experiment: a power law from their own experiment: a power law 
=1.1=1.10.030.03 and and NN=9.7=9.71.0 1.0 photons/keVcmphotons/keVcm22s at 1 keV s at 1 keV 


 

Note: modern XSPEC notation: Note: modern XSPEC notation: = = +1+1
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ESACESACEPICEPIC--pn observationpn observation


 

ReRe--pointed such that pointed such that the full nebula fell the full nebula fell 
on the active CCD areas on the active CCD areas 
(checked in SW(checked in SW--mode)mode)


 

Observe in Burst mode:Observe in Burst mode:
– fast transfer of pixels under PSF
–– time resolution:time resolution: 7 7 µµss
– life time only 3 %
–– Max. count rate (flux) point source [sMax. count rate (flux) point source [s--11] ([mCrab])] ([mCrab]) : : 

60000 (6300)60000 (6300)
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ESACESACBest fit modelBest fit model



 

simple absorbed power lawsimple absorbed power law


 

question on the correct absorption modelquestion on the correct absorption model


 

Based on an updated compilation of UV and optically Based on an updated compilation of UV and optically 
derived abundances, derived abundances, Wilms et al.Wilms et al. proposed new abundances proposed new abundances 
with regards to the default XSPEC abundances of Anders with regards to the default XSPEC abundances of Anders 
and Grevesseand Grevesse



 

For the Crab direction underFor the Crab direction under--abundances in oxygen, neon abundances in oxygen, neon 
and iron has been claimed by Willingale and Weisskopf . and iron has been claimed by Willingale and Weisskopf . 



 

(v)phabs*powerlaw(v)phabs*powerlaw using abundances of Wilms et al. and using abundances of Wilms et al. and 
crosscross--sections of Balucinskasections of Balucinska--Church & McCammon or Verner Church & McCammon or Verner 
et al.et al.



 

Observations in the gammaObservations in the gamma--ray range typically indicate a ray range typically indicate a 
steeper spectral shape but there is no general agreement on steeper spectral shape but there is no general agreement on 
the best overall spectral model or the nature of the the best overall spectral model or the nature of the 
steepening steepening 
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ESACESACSpectral EPICSpectral EPIC--pn resultspn results


 
=2.118=2.1180.005 N=8.560.005 N=8.560.05 0.05 
NN HH =(4.04=(4.040.03)0.03)10102121 cmcm––22


 

variable abundancesvariable abundances
–– O: 0.93O: 0.930.02, 0.02, 
–– Ne: 0.86Ne: 0.860.09 0.09 
–– Fe: 0.76Fe: 0.760.080.08

source

B
G
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ESACESACSpectral RGS resultsSpectral RGS results


 

high spectral resolution high spectral resolution 

 

depths of the absorption edges due to interstellar depths of the absorption edges due to interstellar 
gas can be measured much better with the RGS than with any othergas can be measured much better with the RGS than with any other 
instrumentsinstruments



 

accurate column densities of individual elementsaccurate column densities of individual elements


 

Caution: nebula has a significant dustCaution: nebula has a significant dust--scattering halo which may scatter a scattering halo which may scatter a 
wavelengthwavelength--dependent fraction outside the RGS aperture dependent fraction outside the RGS aperture 

 

serious at the serious at the 
longest wavelengthslongest wavelengths



 

spectrum was extracted from data in spectrum was extracted from data in 
which only 3 CCDs were used in order which only 3 CCDs were used in order 
to avoid pileto avoid pile--upup



 

Solar Abundances:Solar Abundances:
–– H: 1 (=37.7H: 1 (=37.70.040.04 10102121cmcm--22))
–– C: 0C: 0
–– N: 1.04N: 1.040.130.13
–– O: 0.93O: 0.930.007, 0.007, 
–– Ne: 2.51Ne: 2.510.04 0.04 
–– Fe: 0.456Fe: 0.4560.0190.019



 

C C not real but probably a consequence of dust scatteringnot real but probably a consequence of dust scattering


 

strong overstrong over--abundance of Ne and the underabundance of Ne and the under--abundance of iron may be abundance of iron may be 
signatures that line of sight contains significant amounts of dusignatures that line of sight contains significant amounts of dustst
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ESACESACIndividual fitsIndividual fits


 

Model: Model: phabs*powerlawphabs*powerlaw 
(abundances of Wilms et al. and cross(abundances of Wilms et al. and cross-- 
sections of Verner et al.)sections of Verner et al.)



 

No systematic errorsNo systematic errors


 

parameters for Nparameters for N HH differ in absolute terms differ in absolute terms 
from previous values since we use a from previous values since we use a 
different absorption model and not the different absorption model and not the 
obsolete obsolete wabswabs modelmodel



 

comparison comparison of the 1 keV flux can be of the 1 keV flux can be 
misleading for the high energy misleading for the high energy 
instruments since tiny differences in the instruments since tiny differences in the 
powerpower--law index are hugely magnifiedlaw index are hugely magnified



 

work is underway to determine the "bestwork is underway to determine the "best-- 
fit flux" in several bands and to compare fit flux" in several bands and to compare 
the flux for each instrument in the the flux for each instrument in the 
appropriate band to the "bestappropriate band to the "best--fit flux" in fit flux" in 
that bandthat band



 

EPIC suggests a lower NEPIC suggests a lower N HH than BeppoSAX, than BeppoSAX, 
Swift, EXOSAT, however those have been Swift, EXOSAT, however those have been 
calibrated to the Crabcalibrated to the Crab



 

ASCA, Ginga, Chandra NASCA, Ginga, Chandra N H H is lower then is lower then 
EPIC (Chanra has pileEPIC (Chanra has pile--up problems)up problems)



 

EPIC with their immense throughput can EPIC with their immense throughput can 
refine possibly the Nrefine possibly the N HH value of the Crab.value of the Crab.
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ESACESACJoint fitJoint fit

NH =4.51021cm–2,  =2.08 and N=8.97

ROSAT, LECS and Swift XRT seem to agree at 
energies below 1 keV, while the EPIC instruments, 
Chandra, ASCA seem to see more flux
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ESACESACConclusionConclusion


 

Most of the instruments that have their main sensitivity range aMost of the instruments that have their main sensitivity range above 2 keV cannot be bove 2 keV cannot be 
used efficiently to constrain the absorption towards the Crab anused efficiently to constrain the absorption towards the Crab and have been calibrated d have been calibrated 
to fit canonical Crab parameters. to fit canonical Crab parameters. 



 

XMMXMM--Newton may revise the XNewton may revise the X--ray absorption of the Crabray absorption of the Crab, given EPIC, given EPIC’’s very high s very high 
effective area in the loweffective area in the low--energy regime.energy regime.



 

Photon index and normalization provided by EPIC agree within thePhoton index and normalization provided by EPIC agree within the errors of the Toor errors of the Toor 
and Seward valuesand Seward values taking also into account the systematic errors of EPIC on the taking also into account the systematic errors of EPIC on the 
photon index (0.05). photon index (0.05). 



 

Further work needs to be carried out to combine the RGS results Further work needs to be carried out to combine the RGS results of the underof the under-- 
abundances with the EPIC results. abundances with the EPIC results. 



 

XMMXMM--Newton may soon provide the best calibrated spectrum of the CrabNewton may soon provide the best calibrated spectrum of the Crab. . The The current current 
discrepancy between EPICdiscrepancy between EPIC--pn and MOS in photon index is comparable to the scatter pn and MOS in photon index is comparable to the scatter 
among all instruments. among all instruments. 



 

Resolving the pnResolving the pn--MOS discrepancy will provide a precise and accurate (and modern!MOS discrepancy will provide a precise and accurate (and modern!) ) 
spectrum of the Crab with no assumptions about the spectrum builspectrum of the Crab with no assumptions about the spectrum built into the t into the 
calibration. The modern spectrum will contain highcalibration. The modern spectrum will contain high--quality measurements of the quality measurements of the 
absorption, in contrast to previous efforts.  absorption, in contrast to previous efforts.  



 

For energies above 30 keV the Crab is definitely difficult to usFor energies above 30 keV the Crab is definitely difficult to use as calibration source. e as calibration source. 
Since its spectrum is no longer a single power law no Since its spectrum is no longer a single power law no consensus obtains on the proper consensus obtains on the proper 
model of the spectrum which should be used for calibration testsmodel of the spectrum which should be used for calibration tests. Different results . Different results 
may well be caused by the more complex character of these instrumay well be caused by the more complex character of these instruments which are ments which are 
generally difficult to calibrate and have a large intrinsic backgenerally difficult to calibrate and have a large intrinsic background that increases ground that increases 
with energywith energy



 

Crab will be possibly too bright and too extended for future XCrab will be possibly too bright and too extended for future X--ray missions one may ray missions one may 
think about establishing think about establishing a set of standard calibration sources for the Xa set of standard calibration sources for the X--ray regimeray regime
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ESACESACThe need for XThe need for X--ray standardsray standards


 

As much need in the XAs much need in the X--ray domain for a set of objects to serve as ray domain for a set of objects to serve as 
photometric or spectrometric standards as at longer wavelengths photometric or spectrometric standards as at longer wavelengths 



 

The XThe X--ray equivalents are much harder to define, not least because ray equivalents are much harder to define, not least because 
variability is a very common property of Xvariability is a very common property of X--ray sources. ray sources. 



 

Crab nebula has served as a reference which in common with otherCrab nebula has served as a reference which in common with other fainter fainter 
SNRs is confidently expected to be constant, but may be to brighSNRs is confidently expected to be constant, but may be to bright for t for 
future missionsfuture missions



 

XMMXMM--Newton has repeatedly observed a small set of objects that have Newton has repeatedly observed a small set of objects that have 
been judged to serve as Xbeen judged to serve as X--ray standards with the intention of both ray standards with the intention of both 
monitoring the evolution of instrument performance and providingmonitoring the evolution of instrument performance and providing 
straightforward comparisons with other instruments. straightforward comparisons with other instruments. 


 

see also talk M. Kirsch Tuesday 11:30see also talk M. Kirsch Tuesday 11:30



 

strong need for a set of standard calibration sources for the Xstrong need for a set of standard calibration sources for the X--ray regime ray regime 


 

luxury situation of having 6 satellites  (luxury situation of having 6 satellites  (XMMXMM--Newton, Chandra, RXTE, Newton, Chandra, RXTE, 
Swift, Integral, AstroSwift, Integral, Astro--E2E2) in orbit that are having X) in orbit that are having X--ray instruments as ray instruments as 
their payload for the coming years we strongly recommend to their payload for the coming years we strongly recommend to found an found an 
international calibration group that may steer the cross calibrainternational calibration group that may steer the cross calibration effortstion efforts

Splinter meeting for interested calibration peopleSplinter meeting for interested calibration people 
Tuesday 2 August lunch breakTuesday 2 August lunch break
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ESACESAC

Health and cleanliness of the Health and cleanliness of the 
XMMXMM--NewtonNewton science payload science payload 

since launchsince launch
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ESACESACmenumenu


 

What does healthy and clean mean?What does healthy and clean mean?


 

XMMXMM--NewtonNewton operationsoperations-- 5 years in orbit5 years in orbit


 

Instrument performance monitoringInstrument performance monitoring


 

Contamination monitoringContamination monitoring


 

The need for XThe need for X--ray standardsray standards


 

ConclusionsConclusions
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ESACESACHealthy and cleanHealthy and clean



 

Instrument performance is unchanged or change is understood Instrument performance is unchanged or change is understood 
and can be modeledand can be modeled



 

Health risks:Health risks:
–– Soft protons funneled by mirrorsSoft protons funneled by mirrors
–– Hard particles Hard particles 



 

Instruments show no contaminationInstruments show no contamination
–– Particulate contaminationParticulate contamination
–– Molecular contaminationMolecular contamination



 

Contamination riskContamination risk
–– Outgassing materialOutgassing material

Reduction of Charge Transfer Efficiency and energy resolution

Reduction of effective area and creation of edges in spectra
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ESACESACCleanliness requirementsCleanliness requirements



 

In order to fulfil the requirements of an In order to fulfil the requirements of an absolute effective area absolute effective area 
accuracy of 10 %accuracy of 10 % at any energy included between 0.1at any energy included between 0.1--10 keV and 10 keV and 
a a relative accuracy better than 3 %relative accuracy better than 3 % till the end of the XMMtill the end of the XMM-- 
NEWTONNEWTON life timelife time a a maximum of 200 ppm for particulate maximum of 200 ppm for particulate 
contamination and 2contamination and 21010--77 g cmg cm--22 for molecular contaminationfor molecular contamination should should 
not be exceeded. not be exceeded. 



 

preliminary error budgetpreliminary error budget indicated a contamination indicated a contamination increase of 140 increase of 140 
ppm for particulate and 1.5ppm for particulate and 1.51010--77 g cmg cm--2 2 molecular contaminationmolecular contamination 
between the end of the ground calibration tests at the PANTER tebetween the end of the ground calibration tests at the PANTER test st 
facility and the start of the infacility and the start of the in--orbit operation. orbit operation. 

REQUIREMENTS
PARTICULATE 

CONTAMINATION
MOLECULAR 

CONTAMINATION

Mirror Modules < 70 ppm < 810-8 g/cm2

Reflecting grating 
Assembly < 350 ppm < 410-8 g/cm2

Before launch
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ESACESACXMMXMM--NewtonNewton


 

3 mirror 3 mirror 
modules with modules with 
58 shells each58 shells each



 

EPIC:EPIC:
–– 2 MOS CCD 2 MOS CCD 

camerascameras
–– 1 pn CCD 1 pn CCD 

cameracamera



 

2 Reflecting 2 Reflecting 
Grating Grating 
SpectrometersSpectrometers



 

1 Optical 1 Optical 
MonitorMonitor

Mirrors

RGS-Camera 1 RGS-Camera 2

EPIC-MOS-Camera 2 EPIC-MOS-Camera 1

EPIC-pn-Camera Optical Monitor

RGS
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ESACESACThermal historyThermal history



 

EPICEPIC--pnpn--CCD camera shows correlation between the CCD camera shows correlation between the 
gain and the temperature of quadrant boxes gain and the temperature of quadrant boxes 


 

temperature decrease of 1 temperature decrease of 1 C corresponds to an energy C corresponds to an energy 
shift of ~0.4 adu (~ 2 eV) at the Mnshift of ~0.4 adu (~ 2 eV) at the Mn--KKenergy of 5.9 keV energy of 5.9 keV 


 

clear trend for all modes, a temperature decrease of clear trend for all modes, a temperature decrease of 
about 3.2 mK per revolution (~ 0.59 about 3.2 mK per revolution (~ 0.59 C per year).C per year).


 

similar trend for the EPICsimilar trend for the EPIC--MOS electronics boxes and for MOS electronics boxes and for 
the total satellite temperature. the total satellite temperature. 
orbital change and consequently reduced reflected orbital change and consequently reduced reflected 
emission from Earth may have decreased the temperatureemission from Earth may have decreased the temperature
Upto now no significant drift in line energies of AlUpto now no significant drift in line energies of Al--K, MnK, Mn-- 
KK, and Cu, and Cu--K in EPICK in EPIC--pn could be identified (e.g., pn could be identified (e.g., 
expected expected --6 eV at Mn6 eV at Mn--KK

 

from a pure temperaturefrom a pure temperature--gain gain 
relation after 1000 evolutions). relation after 1000 evolutions). 


 

small (< 10small (< 10--55) systematic long) systematic long--term variation of the term variation of the 
EPICEPIC--pn oscillator frequency has been found which could pn oscillator frequency has been found which could 
be related to the temperature variation presented here be related to the temperature variation presented here 
(Freyberg et al. 2005).(Freyberg et al. 2005).



 

housekeeping monitoring we show the temperature housekeeping monitoring we show the temperature 
of all focal plane CCDsof all focal plane CCDs


 

As a consequence of the cooling of the EPICAs a consequence of the cooling of the EPIC--MOS MOS 
and RGS instruments these temperatures are and RGS instruments these temperatures are 
dropping at the end of 2002. dropping at the end of 2002. 
 excursions of the temperature due to eclipse excursions of the temperature due to eclipse 


 

seasonal effect is seen that causes a kind of wave seasonal effect is seen that causes a kind of wave 
structure in temperature at the end and the structure in temperature at the end and the 
beginning of the revolution due to the influence of beginning of the revolution due to the influence of 
the albedo of the earththe albedo of the earth


 

scientific data is not affected by those temperature scientific data is not affected by those temperature 
excursions since scientific observations are only excursions since scientific observations are only 
started when the nominal CCD temperatures are started when the nominal CCD temperatures are 
reached.reached.
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ESACESACRadiationRadiation



 

High fluctuations and variability High fluctuations and variability 
on very short time scales of the on very short time scales of the 
particle backgroundparticle background



 

Especially softEspecially soft--protons funnelled protons funnelled 
by the telescope, damaging for by the telescope, damaging for 
CCDsCCDs..



 

SoftSoft--proton flaring can occur at proton flaring can occur at 
any altitude but probability any altitude but probability 
increases towards radiation beltincreases towards radiation belt



 

Asymmetry of radiation profile Asymmetry of radiation profile 
across the revolution, with across the revolution, with 
seasonal variations seasonal variations 

 

a radiation a radiation 
model was developed and now model was developed and now 
used for operations.used for operations.
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ESACESACMicrometeoroidsMicrometeoroids



 

4 impacts so far in the mission4 impacts so far in the mission


 

Last one in rev 961 (March 05) caused the loss of Last one in rev 961 (March 05) caused the loss of 
MOS1 CCD6 and a new hot column passing very close MOS1 CCD6 and a new hot column passing very close 
to the MOS1 to the MOS1 boresightboresight..



 

After a sudden optical flash, bright hot pixels appearAfter a sudden optical flash, bright hot pixels appear


 

Interpreted as a dust micrometeoroid scattered off Interpreted as a dust micrometeoroid scattered off 
the mirror surface under grazing incidence and the mirror surface under grazing incidence and 
reaching the focal plane detector.reaching the focal plane detector.



 

Typical size ~< 1 micronTypical size ~< 1 micron


 

Interplanetary (or interstellar) dust but not linked to Interplanetary (or interstellar) dust but not linked to 
meteor shower (higher sizes/masses)meteor shower (higher sizes/masses)
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ESACESACEPICEPIC--MOS patchMOS patch


 

small patch on each detector has been small patch on each detector has been 
discovered using all archived 1ES0102 discovered using all archived 1ES0102 
observation and performing in addition observation and performing in addition 
a raster scan to identify position and a raster scan to identify position and 
time variability. time variability. 



 

patch has degraded over time. patch has degraded over time. 


 

broadens the redistribution function at broadens the redistribution function at 
energies around 0.5 keVenergies around 0.5 keV



 

coincident with the nominal position of coincident with the nominal position of 
sources when placed at EPICsources when placed at EPIC--pn and pn and 
RGS RGS boresightsboresights, , i.ei.e :the peak in :the peak in 
received photon dose of the detectorsreceived photon dose of the detectors



 

causes a significant change in the low causes a significant change in the low 
energy redistribution characteristics of energy redistribution characteristics of 
the EPICthe EPIC--MOS cameras, which is MOS cameras, which is 
spatially and temporarily dependentspatially and temporarily dependent



 

the situation seems to have stabilised the situation seems to have stabilised 
and we see and we see 



 

no evidence for contaminantno evidence for contaminant


 

Epoch dependent canned Response Epoch dependent canned Response 
Matrices (RMF) are currently under Matrices (RMF) are currently under 
testing. The task testing. The task rmfgenrmfgen of analysis of analysis 
software XMMsoftware XMM--Newton Newton SASSAS--6.56.5 will be will be 
able to produce spatially and epoch able to produce spatially and epoch 
dependent RMFs for all epochs and off dependent RMFs for all epochs and off 
axis angles.axis angles.

Rev 247 MOS1 Rev 247 MOS2

Rev 447 MOS1 Rev 447 MOS2

smoothed images 1ES0102
0.1-0.35 keV
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ESACESACMOS patch effect calibratedMOS patch effect calibrated

SAS 6.1SAS 6.1
(public)(public)

SAS 6.5SAS 6.5
(August 2005)(August 2005)

EPICEPIC--pnpn MOS1 MOS1 MOS2MOS2 RGS1RGS1 RGS2RGS2
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ESACESACEPIC MOS CTI since launchEPIC MOS CTI since launch
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ESACESACEPICEPIC--Charge Transfer EfficiencyCharge Transfer Efficiency



 

EPICEPIC--pn CTE pn CTE 
degradation is slight degradation is slight 
and in agreement with and in agreement with 
prepre--launch predictionslaunch predictions



 

no clear correlation no clear correlation 
between the EPICbetween the EPIC--pn pn 
CTE degradation and CTE degradation and 
proton flaresproton flares



 

Solar flares created a Solar flares created a 
series of jumps in the series of jumps in the 
EPICEPIC--MOS cameras MOS cameras 
CTE CTE 



 

EPICEPIC--pn CTI is pn CTI is 
degrading degrading 
independently of the independently of the 
solar flares with a solar flares with a 
nearly constant rate nearly constant rate 
of 4 % per yearof 4 % per year

EPIC-pn Mn

EPIC-pn Al

EPIC-MOS Al

EPIC-MOS Mn
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ESACESACEPICEPIC--Energy resolutionEnergy resolution



 

EPICEPIC--MOS energy MOS energy 
resolution at low resolution at low 
energies is much energies is much 
better than the better than the 
EPICEPIC--pnpn



 

at high energies at high energies 
EPICEPIC--MOS energy MOS energy 
resolution was resolution was 
degrading up to the degrading up to the 
cooling of the EPICcooling of the EPIC-- 
MOS cameras up to MOS cameras up to 
the same level as the same level as 
the EPICthe EPIC--pnpn



 

after cooling the after cooling the 
EPICEPIC--MOS cameras MOS cameras 
have again a better have again a better 
energy resolution energy resolution 
also for high also for high 
energies.energies.

EPIC-MOS Al
EPIC-MOS Mn

EPIC-pn Al
EPIC-pn Mn
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ESACESACBad PixelBad Pixel


 

As "bad/hot pixel" we consider As "bad/hot pixel" we consider 
pixels within a CCD exhibiting pixels within a CCD exhibiting 
abnormal behaviour which make abnormal behaviour which make 
them useless for scientific them useless for scientific 
evaluation due to its tendency to evaluation due to its tendency to 
mimic a signal (hot) or giving no mimic a signal (hot) or giving no 
signal (bad). signal (bad). 



 

For the EPICFor the EPIC--MOS cameras the MOS cameras the 
number of hot pixels increased number of hot pixels increased 
over the mission time due to over the mission time due to 
meteoroid events and aging due meteoroid events and aging due 
to hard particles. to hard particles. 



 

after the cooling in rev 533 most after the cooling in rev 533 most 
of the hot pixels have of the hot pixels have 
disappeared and the onboard bad disappeared and the onboard bad 
pixel table could have been pixel table could have been 
relaxed to a few pixels per CCD.relaxed to a few pixels per CCD.



 

For the EPICFor the EPIC--pn camera a small pn camera a small 
number of hot pixels, i.e. pixels number of hot pixels, i.e. pixels 
with high dark current generation, with high dark current generation, 
were present in the CCDs at were present in the CCDs at 
launchlaunch



 

Damage resulting from a Damage resulting from a 
suspected micrometeoroid impact suspected micrometeoroid impact 
in revolution 156 caused the in revolution 156 caused the 
sudden appearance of 35 sudden appearance of 35 
additional hot pixelsadditional hot pixels
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ESACESACContamination monitoringContamination monitoring--EPICEPIC



 

isolated neutron star RXJ1856isolated neutron star RXJ1856-- 
3754 is used as a target to monitor 3754 is used as a target to monitor 
contamination on the EPIC contamination on the EPIC 
camerascameras



 

very soft spectrum very soft spectrum 

 

well suited to well suited to 
measure possible contamination, measure possible contamination, 
which would affect the low energy which would affect the low energy 
regime most stronglyregime most strongly



 

observations can be used to derive observations can be used to derive 
upper limits for an additional upper limits for an additional 
contamination between contamination between 
Revolutions 427 und 968 Revolutions 427 und 968 for for 
carbon and oxygen carbon and oxygen 



 

SNRs N132D and 1ES0102 are SNRs N132D and 1ES0102 are 
used to measure contamination used to measure contamination 
and stability of the energy and stability of the energy 
calibration of the EPIC cameras. calibration of the EPIC cameras. 



 

This analysis showed that the This analysis showed that the 
EPICEPIC--MOS cameras have changed MOS cameras have changed 
in their redistribution in their redistribution 
characteristics but not in a way characteristics but not in a way 
consistent with contamination. consistent with contamination. CAMERA CARBON OXYGEN

EPIC-pn < 2.710-7gcm-2 < 2.5 10-6gcm-2

EPIC-MOS < 7.2 10-7gcm-2 < 1.3 10-5gcm-2
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ESACESACEPICEPIC--pn versus RGSpn versus RGS



 

EPICEPIC--pn camera is the pn camera is the 
most stable instrument on most stable instrument on 
XMMXMM--NewtonNewton



 

EPICEPIC--pn is not pn is not 
contaminated contaminated 



 

also variable objects can also variable objects can 
be used to compare be used to compare 
relative fluxes with regard relative fluxes with regard 
to EPICto EPIC--pnpn



 

PKS2155PKS2155--304 and 3C273 304 and 3C273 
have been used to perform have been used to perform 
a long time comparison of a long time comparison of 
the EPICthe EPIC--pn camera with pn camera with 
the RGS1 and RGS2 the RGS1 and RGS2 



 

clear trend of decreasing clear trend of decreasing 
flux in both RGSs by flux in both RGSs by 
~20 % ~20 % 
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ESACESACContamination monitoringContamination monitoring--RGSRGS

 no contamination at oxygenno contamination at oxygen


 

increasing flux deficit at carbonincreasing flux deficit at carbon

 

connection with evolution connection with evolution 
of CCD chargeof CCD charge--transfer properties rather than contaminationtransfer properties rather than contamination
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ESACESACContamination Contamination monitoringmonitoring--OMOM



 

Laboratory measurements of all Laboratory measurements of all 
Optical Monitor components Optical Monitor components 
allowed to predict the throughput allowed to predict the throughput 
of the OM systemof the OM system



 

after launch inafter launch in--flight throughput flight throughput 
measured by observing standard measured by observing standard 
stars was found to be lower than stars was found to be lower than 
expected (in particular in the UV expected (in particular in the UV 
filters)filters)



 

deficit observed in the indeficit observed in the in--flight flight 
throughput, as low as 16 % at 212 throughput, as low as 16 % at 212 
nm, is independent from the time nm, is independent from the time 
sensitivity degradation of the OM sensitivity degradation of the OM 
detector, which is much smaller. detector, which is much smaller. 



 

Molecular contamination occurred Molecular contamination occurred 
prior to or during launch could be prior to or during launch could be 
the reason for this deficit the reason for this deficit 



 

If we consider the number of If we consider the number of 
surfaces where the contaminating surfaces where the contaminating 
material can be deposited (9 for material can be deposited (9 for 
OM), then a density of 30OM), then a density of 301010--77 g g 
cmcm--22 can account for the deficit in can account for the deficit in 
transmission. transmission. 
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ESACESACConclusionConclusion


 

current status of contamination measures for XMMcurrent status of contamination measures for XMM--NewtonNewton clearly clearly 
shows that the precaution for contamination of the instruments ishows that the precaution for contamination of the instruments in n 
the design, testing and integration of the satellite has clearlythe design, testing and integration of the satellite has clearly paid paid 
off and should provide very low contamination behaviour until thoff and should provide very low contamination behaviour until the e 
end of the mission.end of the mission.



 

higher soft proton flux firstly discovered by Chandra was clearlhigher soft proton flux firstly discovered by Chandra was clearly a y a 
surprise for both satellites and needs especially taken into accsurprise for both satellites and needs especially taken into account ount 
for future missions that will operate front illuminated CCDs for future missions that will operate front illuminated CCDs 

systematic internal calibration source measurements are systematic internal calibration source measurements are 
mandatory for any future mission in order to guarantee a completmandatory for any future mission in order to guarantee a complete e 
sampling of the CTI behaviour over timesampling of the CTI behaviour over time



 

The micrometeoroid impacts suffered by XMMThe micrometeoroid impacts suffered by XMM--NewtonNewton could be a could be a 
significant issue for future missions.significant issue for future missions.



 

strong need for a set of standard calibration sources for the Xstrong need for a set of standard calibration sources for the X--ray ray 
regime regime 

 

luxury situation of having 6 satellites  (luxury situation of having 6 satellites  (XMMXMM--NewtonNewton, , 
Chandra, RXTE, Swift, Integral, AstroChandra, RXTE, Swift, Integral, Astro--E2E2) in orbit that are having ) in orbit that are having 
XX--ray instruments as their payload for the coming years we ray instruments as their payload for the coming years we 
recommend to recommend to found an international calibration group that may found an international calibration group that may 
steer the cross calibration effortssteer the cross calibration efforts

Splinter meeting for interested calibration peopleSplinter meeting for interested calibration people 
Tuesday 2 August lunch breakTuesday 2 August lunch break
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